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During the winter months in Southwestern Europe it is not uncommon to see individuals 

strolling through the oak and beech woodlands with a dog or a pig on a leash. No, the leashed 

animal is not dejected but it is carefully sniffing the ground as it proceeds. The aged master does 

not ignore its action but watches it intently. Suddenly, the pig comes to a halt and after a few 

pronounced sniffs, commences to burrow into the ground. Soon the master sets his basket on the 

ground, unstraps the fork from his back, withdraws the pig, and begins to dig. Only a few inches 

down he discovers his treasure which he extricates with care and then continues to follow his 

leashed guide. 

Again the animal’s space is slackened as he nears a small semi-barren area under a large 

oak tree. The ground is raised and cracked. With difficulty the owner restrains the animals from 

digging. Another loot is soon uncovered just beneath the surface of the ground. With eager hands 

and radiant face the aged hunter fills his basket. On this occasion his search has been richly re-

warded and of short duration, so he restraps his digging instrument, picks up his basket and leads 

his pig homeward where he rewards the creature with a generous serving of food. After having 

fed the pig he starts off to market with his basket of truffles. 

Truffles? . . . . What are Truffles? They are small non-green plants closely related to 
mushrooms and resemble small potatoes with warty, scabby peelings. They usually range in size 

from a walnut to a medium sized potato. They are found in clusters just as potatoes, only they 

never possess any foliage or roots. The exterior varies from a brown to a black while the fleshy 

interior is a marble zed greyish black. Although the truffle is a plant, it is very meaty in 

character. Several species are edible, but the most famous is the variety Perigord (found in the 

Province of Perigord, France) which has an unusually delicate aroma and is prized for garnishes 

and dressings. As much as 2,000 pounds are exported annually to the United States alone. After 

grading for size and quality, utmost care is taken in packaging them to preserve their delicate 

aroma. 

In the days when Greece and Rome were in their glory, truffles were recognized as a 

delicacy. Their origin was a subject of much debate since they had neither roots nor foliage. In 

300 B.C. Theophrastus indicated that the current belief was that they were produced by thunder. 

Until the turn of the present century the origin of truffles was as much of a problem as in the 

days of the ancients. All attempts at cultivation proved futile — possibly the ancients were 

correct. 

The spores or seeds of mushrooms can be grown, but the spores of the truffle never 

mature and ripen within it. Observers noticed small yellow flies hovering above the ground 

where truffles were, located. Careful study revealed that these insects borrowed their way into 

the ground, attracted by the aroma of the plant, and feasted on its contents. Later, as they 

returned from their subterranean feast they carried particles of the plant with them to the leaves 

of the surrounding trees. Here, on the leaves of the oak and the beech trees the spores ripened. 

With the coming of autumn they began germinating only to drop back to the earth with the 

falling leaves. The warm autumnal rains provided the proper conditions for these germinating 

spores to grow and they instinctively turned downward into the soil where they absorbed 

sufficient moisture and nutrients to develop into mature truffles. 



Up to the present man has never been able to grow truffles commercially. Isn’t it truly 

marvelous how interrelated and dependent the truffle is upon the insect to propagate it and man, 

in turn, upon an animal to scent it out? 
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